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munna michael trailermunna michael is an indian action dance film directed by sabbir khan and
produced by viki rajani and eros international. the movie features tiger shroff in a lead role alongside

nidhhi agarwal and nawazuddin siddiqui. a young man tries to follow the footsteps of his idol, the
king of pop, michael jackson. the film is improvised over the coming of birthday of michael jackson

and the time when he was little. the plot is to reveal to the youngsters on art and music, additionally
called music and dancing with his dancing and playboy father. munna michael starts out his career
by producing a veneration of michael jackson to a crowd of onlookers in the nightclub. as munna

michael explores the general population, in addition to one day examining and countering mahendra
fauji, he begins to get a maltreated stomach ulcer and meets shahana farid, who recovers his
stomach and his understanding. the film is improvised over the coming of birthday of michael

jackson and the time when he was little. the plot is to reveal to the youngsters on art and music,
additionally called music and dancing with his dancing and playboy father. munna michael starts out
his career by producing a veneration of michael jackson to a crowd of onlookers in the nightclub. as

munna michael explores the general public, in addition to one day examining and countering
mahendra fauji, he begins to get a maltreated stomach ulcer and meets shahana farid, who recovers
his stomach and his understanding. the film also stars sahil anand, priyanka arya, joy badlani, farah
khan and tanuj kewalramani. munna michael is an action, drama and music film that tells the story

of an aspiring dancer who, inspired by the music of michael jackson, tries to become a dancer in
india.
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Munna Michael is a 2017
Indian action dance film
directed by Sabbir Khan

and produced by Viki
Rajani and Eros

International. The film
features Tiger Shroff in a
lead role alongside Nidhhi
Agerwal and Nawazuddin

Siddiqui, The film was
released on 21 July2017.
The film begins in 1990s

when Ali Agarwal comes to
Bombay from

Dharamshala, looking to
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get over the case he had
settled with his father,

Michael Jackson. With the
help of Kastoori, who is a
friend of Michael Jackson,
Ali changes his name to

Munna Michael and gets a
job as a courier boy. On his
way, he meets with Fauji

Mahendra who is
interested in hooking up

with Ali and his associate,
Dolly. Grewal takes Ali to
an old man named Guru

Das, who has a private taxi
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service. Guru Das had a
cordial relationship with

Michael Jackson. A series of
coincidences make Ali and
Mahendra enter in a gang.
When Ali successfully takes
on more rivals, Mahendra
starts to believe in Ali's
abilities and changes as

well. Even after the then-
busting of the Michael
Jackson case, where

Mahendra had to testify at
the US court, Mahendra

does not give up. Ali gets
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him a job in Michael
Jackson's company, MJZ,

and even allows him to be
the bodyguard and driver
of Michael Jackson as well.
This puts his relationship
with Fauji Mahendra in

jeopardy. Michael becomes
disillusioned with Ali being
in his life, and if he really

wants to find Mahendra, he
needs to find out the truth
about his childhood and its
connection to Michael. Ali
has to try hard to fill that
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gap in his life, and whether
he will succeed remains to

be seen. 5ec8ef588b
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